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ENACTMENT OF SB1869 MAY END YOUR POLITICAL CAREER

From Nicanor Perlas <nperlas@protonmail.com>

To Senator Zubiri<senmigzzubiri@gmail.com>

Date Monday, December 11th, 2023 at 8:45 PM

December 11, 2023

Dear Senator Migz Zubiri

In three previous Briefing Papers sent to and received by your office digitally and in hard copy, we presented
overwhelming evidence that SB 1869 will institutionalize the worst aspects of DOH's pandemic
response including more lockdowns and  forced vaccinations. In addition, SB 1869 will ultimately place the
Philippines under the control of the WHO, which we have demonstrated is more interested in control than in
health. .Among others, the WHO supports pedophilia and bizarre sexual practices for very young children aside from
wanting to have the power to censor the truth. 

Scientific and documentary evidence of these allegations have been more than adequately documented in the three
previous Briefing Papers sent to your office. 

What is even more important is that Senators who sign this bill into law will be guilty of treason. SB 1869 will
effectively place our country under foreign control via the WHO. In the process, once your legislative immunity is
gone, you may be prosecuted by patriotic Filipinos for the crime of treason against the Republic you have
sworn to serve. Your tainted reputation will ultimately mean the end of your political aspirations. 

These statements are unusual strong but you have been ignoring our tactful and respectful communications. Not a
single one of you has invited us to a dialogue concerning our concerns for the health of our people, the endangered
democracy of this country, and your advance towards treasonous behavior. Yet, you keep on announcing that you are
open to hear from the public whom you have sworn to serve. 

Be that as it may, we have enclosed our 4th Briefing Paper on SB1869. 

Unexpected and incredible developments have confirmed all the things we have warned about. In addition,the data
administrator-turned-whistleblower of the New Zealand Ministry of Health reveal that official data from his
government showed that the Covid vaccines killed thousands of people. This is confirmed by government
data from the US that show the Covid vaccines have killed at least 13 million people worldwide. In the
Philippines, an analysis of Philippine Statistics Authority data, combined with the New Zealand and US data,
indicate that the Covid vaccines killed approximately 186,000 Filipinos.

Again, we repeat our call to all Honorable Senators of the Philippines not to enact Senate Bill No. 1869. If you
do, then the Senate will have plunged our country into a dark future full of chaos, control and repression. I am sure
that is not your intention. But, often, the way to Hell is paved with good intentions. 

Sincerely,
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Nicanor Perlas
Founder and Editor-in-Chief
Covid Call to Humanity (CCH)

https://covidcalltohumanity.org 
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